Scholarships and Fellowships Are Available to Engineering Students

The letter said, "... It is with much pleasure that I enclose our Dresser Engineering Company check in the amount of $5,000. This fund is for engineering students having a junior or above status... It is our wish that this fund be used for fellowships or scholarships in an amount not to exceed $1,000 per year, beginning with the fall term of 1955...

"It is our sincere wish that this will prove beneficial to our future welfare and way of life..."

The letter and check were the latest indications that industry is interested in accepting a share of the responsibility for educating future engineers. Other firms and organizations who have contributed scholarships or fellowships to the College of Engineering are as follows:

American Institute of Architects, scholarship in architecture, $75; The Atlantic Refining Company, scholarship in petroleum engineering, $500; Braden Steel Corporation, scholarship in civil engineering, $750; Braden Steel Corporation, scholarship in civil engineering, $750; The California Company, scholarship in architecture, $450; Colonial Dames of America, scholarship in architecture, $1,500, and Celanese Corporation of America, fellowship in chemical engineering, $2,200.

And Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., $300; Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., scholarship in aeronautical engineering, $300; Dow Chemical Company, fellowship in aeronautical engineering, $2,500; Gulf Oil Corporation, fellowship in chemical engineering, $1,672; Honnold-Lincoln Foundation, scholarship in petroleum engineering, $250; Hughes Tool Company, scholarship in mechanical engineering, $500; Humble Oil & Refining Company, fellowship in petroleum engineering, $300 equipment, $1,600 cash.

And Lane-Wells Company, scholarship in petroleum engineering, $500; Lane-Wells Company, fellowship in petroleum engineering, $300 equipment, $1,200 cash; Magnolia Petroleum Company, scholarship in petroleum engineering, $750; Maloney Tank & Manufacturing Company, fellowship in chemical engineering, $1,250; Monsanto Chemical Company, scholarship in chemical engineering, $500; Morehouse Industries, fellowship in mechanical engineering, $1,500.

And Phillips Petroleum Company, fellowship in chemical engineering, $2,000; Schlumberger Foundation, scholarship in electrical engineering, $500; Shell Oil Company, fellowship in petroleum engineering, $400 equipment, $1,500 cash; Sinclair Oil Company, fellowship in petroleum engineering, $1,000 equipment, $1,500 cash.

And Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, scholarship in petroleum engineering, $750; Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, fellowship in petroleum engineering, $750; Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, scholarship in petroleum engineering, $750; Standard Oil Company of Texas, scholarship in petroleum engineering, $500; The Standard Oil Company of Texas, scholarship in mechanical engineering, $500; Stanolind Oil & Gas Company, fellowship in petroleum engineering, $500 equipment, $1,500 cash.

And The Texas Company, fellowship in chemical engineering, $2,000; Union Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company, scholarship in chemical engineering, $200; Universal Oil Products Company, five scholarships in chemical engineering, $200 each; Westinghouse Electric Company, scholarship in electrical engineering, $500.